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I am excited to announce that Environmental Health Trust is launching a new
capital campaign, " Protect The Ones You Love. " Our mission is to raise
global awareness on the health risks of cell phones and wireless radiation,
educate the public on reducing exposures, and promote protective policies.

Thanks to you, for a decade, our world-class scientists
have carried out cutting-edge research and provided
lifesaving information to protect your health and that of
your family. We could not have done it without you!
Now, we must expand our efforts.

Ten years ago, no one could have imagined that
children would be handed radiofrequency devices as
toys or that teenagers would nustle cell phones under
their pillows at night. We equally could not have
fathomed ditching our corded landlines for mobile
devices, nor swapping wintertime snowball fights for
virtual reality visors.    

 
Our goal is to save lives.

Please take a moment to visit our new campaign website  to see what we're
developing, learn more about our upcoming efforts, and how you can help
make this all happen.
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DONATE

Your support will enable us to:

Create a multimedia, multi-channel public awareness campaign on the
health risks of cell phone radiation and children's unique vulnerabilities.
Translate complex science into clear, compelling informational resources
with practical solutions
Educate medical professionals about the health effects of wireless
radiation and how patients can easily reduce exposure.
Inspire decision-makers to develop innovative science-based policy
solutions and protective legislation.
Publish cutting edge research with our world class collaborators,
including modeling wireless radiation exposures from tablets and other
devices to young children.

Your tax deductible end-of-year donation will directly fund our life-saving
research, education, and prevention efforts. Thank you for your generosity.
Together, we will continue to make a huge impact.

Wishing you and your loved ones peace, joy and good health in the coming
year.

Devra Davis, PhD MPH 
President, Environmental Health Trust
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